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Ubiquitous Unstructured, Big Data
 Ubiquity of big unstructured data

 Big Data:  Over 80% of our data is from text/natural language/social media, 
unstructured, noisy, dynamic, unreliable, …, but interconnected!

 How to turn big data into big knowledge (BD2K)?—Structuring!

 Structuring (i.e., transforming unstructured text into structured, typed, 
interconnected entities/relationships)

 Networking (take advantage of massive, structured connections)

 Mining/reasoning (e.g., induction/deduction) effectively on massive, relatively 
structured, interconnected networks

 Thus, our proposal:  BD2K → BD2N2K (Big Data to Network to Knowledge) 

→ Structuring and mining heterogeneous information networks
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Heterogeneous Information Networks
 Heterogeneous networks: Multiple object and link types

 Medical network: Patients, doctors, diseases, contacts, 
treatments

 Bibliographic network: Publications, authors, venues (e.g., 
DBLP > 2 million papers)

 PubMed is a huge heterogeneous info network

 Document links to: gene, protein, disease, drug, species, …

 Rich knowledge can be mined from such networks
Knowledge hidden in DBLP Network Mining Functions

Who are the leading researchers on Web search? Ranking

Who are the peer researchers of Jure Leskovec? Similarity Search

Whom will Christos Faloutsos collaborate with? Relationship Prediction

How was the field of Data Mining emerged or evolving? Network Evolution

Which authors are rather different from his/her peers in IR? Outlier/anomaly detection
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PathPredict: Meta-Path Based Relationship Prediction

 Who will be your new coauthors in the next 5 years?

 Meta path-guided prediction of links and relationships 

 Philosophy: Meta path relationships among similar typed links share 
similar semantics and are comparable and inferable

 Co-author prediction (A—P—A) [Sun et al., ASONAM’11]

 Use topological features encoded by meta paths, e.g., citation 
relations between authors (A—P→P—A)

vs.

Meta-paths 
between 
authors of 
length ≤ 4

Meta-
Path

Semantic 
Meaning
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The Power of PathPredict: Experiment on DBLP
 Explain the prediction power of each 

meta-path

 Wald Test for logistic regression

 Higher prediction accuracy than using 
projected homogeneous network

 11% higher in prediction accuracy

Co-author prediction for Jian Pei: Only 42 among 4809 
candidates are true first-time co-authors! (Feature 
collected in [1996, 2002]; Test period in [2003,2009])

Evaluation of the prediction 
power of different meta-paths

Prediction of new coauthors 
of Jian Pei in [2003-2009]

Social relations 
play more 
important role?
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Bottleneck:  Where Are the Structured Networks?

 Unfortunately, most of our big data is unstructured text!

 Bottleneck: How to automatically generate structured networks from text data?

 Automated mining of phrases, topics, entities, links and types from text corpora

Heterog. networks

Phrases

Typed entities

Text Corpus

Knowledge 

General KB
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Why Data Driven Approach?

Automatic: Not relying on extensive expert “labeling” and curation!

Data Driven: Use massive text corpora to “automatically” generate knowledge!

 Mining phrases from massive text data (Top-Mine + SegPhrase)

 Entity recognition and typing (ClusType)

 Relationship extraction (Example: Biological relationship discovery)

 Latent Keyphrase Inference (LAKI)

From unstructured data to structured networks: 
Minimal human training or curation, maximal structure generation
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Phrase Mining:  From Raw Corpus 
to Quality Phrases and Segmented Corpus

TOPMINE:  A. El-Kishky, et al., Scalable Topical Phrase Mining from Text Corpora”, in VLDB’15

Document 1
Citation recommendation is an interesting but 
challenging research problem in data mining area. 

Document 2
In this study, we investigate the problem in the context 
of heterogeneous information networks using data 
mining technique.

Phrase Mining

Document 3
Principal Component Analysis is a linear dimensionality 
reduction technique commonly used in machine
learning applications.

Quality Phrases

Phrasal Segmentation

Raw Corpus Segmented Corpus

Input Raw Corpus Quality Phrases Segmented Corpus

+ A small set of labels or 
a general KB

Integrating phrase mining with phrasal segmentation

SegPhrase: J. Liu et al., Mining Quality Phrases from Massive Text Corpora. SIGMOD’15 (Grand Prize in Yelp Dataset Challenge)

AutoPhrase: J. Shang, et al., AutoPhrase: A Unified Framework for Automated Quality Phrase 
Mining from Massive Text Corpora, 2016 (under evaluation)
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TopMine for Phrase Mining: Frequent Pattern 
Mining + Statistical Analysis 

[Markov blanket] [feature selection] for [support vector 
machines]

[knowledge discovery] using [least squares] [support 
vector machine] [classifiers] 

…[support vector] for [machine learning]…

Phrase Raw 
freq.

True 
freq.

[support vector machine] 90 80

[vector machine] 95 0 

[support vector] 100 20

Quality 
phrases

Based on significance score [Church et al.’91]:

α(P1, P2) ≈ (f(P1●P2)  ̶ µ0(P1,P2))/√ f(P1●P2) 

First perform frequent contiguous pattern mining to extract candidate phrases and their counts
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What Kind of Phrases Are of “High Quality”?

 Judging the quality of phrases

 Popularity

 “information retrieval” vs. “cross-language information retrieval”

 Concordance

 “powerful tea” vs. “strong tea”

 “active learning” vs. “learning classification”

 Informativeness

 “this paper” (frequent but not discriminative, not informative)

 Completeness

 “vector machine” vs. “support vector machine” 
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ToPMine:  Experiments on Yelp Reviews
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ToPMine: Faster and Generating Better Quality Phrases

Running time of 
different algorithms

Phrase quality 
measured by z-score
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SegPhrase+: The Overall Framework
 ClassPhrase:  Frequent pattern mining, feature extraction, classification

 SegPhrase: Phrasal segmentation and phrase quality estimation

 SegPhrase+: One more round to enhance mined phrase quality 

ClassPhrase SegPhrase(+)

SegPhrase (Classifier)

Small labeled dataset
Provided by experts
Or 
A distant supervised 
KB (Wiki/DBPedia)
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Experimental Results:  Interesting Phrases
Generated (From Titles & Abstracts of SIGKDD)

Query SIGKDD

Method SegPhrase+ Chunking (TF-IDF & C-Value)

1 data mining data mining

2 data set association rule

3 association rule knowledge discovery

4 knowledge discovery frequent itemset

5 time series decision tree

… … …

51 association rule mining search space

52 rule set domain knowledge

53 concept drift important problem

54 knowledge acquisition concurrency control

55 gene expression data conceptual graph

… … …

201 web content optimal solution

202 frequent subgraph semantic relationship

203 intrusion detection effective way

204 categorical attribute space complexity

205 user preference small set

… … …

Only in SegPhrase+ Only in Chunking
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Mining Quality Phrases in Multiple Languages
Rank Phrase In English

… … …

62 首席_执行官 CEO

63 中间_偏右 Middle-right

… … …

84 百度_百科 Baidu Pedia

85 热带_气旋 Tropical cyclone

86 中国科学院_院士 Fellow of Chinese 
Academy of Sciences

… … …

1001 十大_中文_金曲 Top-10 Chinese Songs

1002 全球_资讯网 Global Info Website

1003 天一阁_藏_明代_科举_录_选刊 A Chinese book name

… … …

9934 国家_戏剧_院 National Theater

9935 谢谢_你 Thank you

… … …

 Both ToPMine and SegPhrase+ are 
extensible to mining quality 
phrases in multiple languages

 SegPhrase+ on Chinese (From 
Chinese Wikipedia)

 ToPMine on Arabic (From Quran 
(Fus7a Arabic)(no preprocessing)

 Experimental results of Arabic 
phrases:

كفروا Those who disbelieve

الرحيمالرحمنهللابسم  In the name 
of God the Gracious and Merciful
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Recognizing Typed Entities

The best BBQ I’ve tasted in 
Phoenix! I had the pulled pork 
sandwich with coleslaw and 
baked beans for lunch. ... The
owner is very nice. …

The best BBQ:Food I’ve tasted in 
Phoenix:LOC ! I had the [pulled pork 
sandwich]:Food with coleslaw:Food
and [baked beans]:Food for lunch. …
The owner:JOB_TITLE is very nice. …

FOOD
LOCATION
JOB_TITLE
EVENT
ORGANIZATION
…

Identifying token span as entity mentions in documents and labeling their types

Why? — Enabling
structured analysis of
unstructured text corpus

Text with typed entitiesPlain text

FOOD LOCATION EVENT

Traditional methods:
Expensive human labor 
on annotation
500 documents for 
entity extraction; 20,000 
queries for entity linking

Target Types

Social media challenge!
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ClusType: A Distant Supervision Framework
Problem: Distantly-supervised entity 
recognition in a domain-specific corpus

 Given: (1) a domain-specific 
corpus D, (2) a knowledge base 
(e.g., Freebase), (3) a set of 
target types (T) from a KB

 Detect candidate entity mentions
in D, and categorize each 
candidate mention by target 
types or Not-Of-Interest (NOI)

Solution [ClusType: KDD’15]:

 Detect entity mentions from text

 Map candidate mentions to KB entities of target types

 Use confidently mapped {mention, type} to infer types of remaining candidate mentions
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Entity Recognition and Typing: Challenges and Solutions

 Challenge 1: Domain Restriction:  Extensive training, use general-domain corpora, not work 
well on specific, dynamic or emerging domains (e.g., tweets, Yelp reviews)

 Solution:  Domain-agnostic phrase mining: Extracts candidate entity mentions with
minimal linguistic assumption (e.g., only use POS tagging)

 Challenge 2: Name ambiguity: Multiple entities may share the same surface name
 Solution: Model each mention based on its surface name and context

Washington State or Washington

Sport team Government State …

While Griffin is not the part of Washington’s 
plan on Sunday’s game, …

… news from Washington indicates that the 
congress is going to…

It is one of the best state parks in Washington.

Sentence freq

The magnitude 9.0 quake caused widespread devastation in [Kesennuma city] 12

… tsunami that ravaged [northeastern Japan] last Friday 31

The resulting tsunami devastate [Japan]’s northeast 244

 Challenge 3:  Context Sparsity: There are many ways to describe the same relation
 Solution: cluster 

relation phrase, 
infer synonymous 
relation phrases
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The ClusType Framework: Phrase Segmentation and 
Heterogeneous Graph Construction

 POS-constrained phrase segmentation for mining candidate entity mentions and
relation phrases, simultaneously

 Construct a heterogeneous graph to represent available information in a unified 
form

Entity mentions are kept
as individual objects to be
disambiguated

Linked to entity surface
names & relation phrases

Weight assignment: The more 
two objects are likely to share 
the same label, the larger the 
weight will be associated with 
their connecting edge
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Candidate Generation

 Phrase mining incorporating both corpus-level statistics and syntactic constraints

 Global significance score: Filter low-quality candidates; generic POS tag patterns:
remove phrases with improper syntactic structure

 Extend ToPMine to partition corpus into segments which meet both significance
threshold and POS patterns candidate entity mentions & relation phrases

Relation phrase: Phrase that denotes a unary
or binary relation in a sentence

Experiment: Entity detection: Performance comparison 
between our method and an NP chunker

Recall is most critical for this step,since later we
cannot detect the misses (i.e., false negatives)
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The Framework: Mutual Enhancement of Type Propagation 
and Relation Phrase Clustering

 With the constructed graph, formulate a graph-based semi-supervised learning of
two tasks jointly:

Type propagation on heterogeneous graph

Multi-view relation phrase clustering
Propagate type information
among entities bridges via

synonymous relation phrases

Derived entity argument types serve
as good feature for clustering

relation phrases

Mutually enhancing each other; leads to quality
recognition of unlinkable entity mentions
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Type Inference: A Joint Optimization Problem

Mention modeling &
mention correlation

Multi-view relation phrase clustering

Type propagation between
entity surface names
and relation phrases
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ClusType: Experiment Setting
 Datasets: 2013 New York Times news (~110k docs) [event, PER, LOC, ORG]; Yelp

Reviews (~230k) [Food, Job, …]; 2011 Tweets (~300k) [event, product, PER, LOC, …]

 Seed mention sets: < 7% extracted mentions are mapped to Freebase entities

 Evaluation sets: manually annotate mentions of target types for subsets of the corpora

 Evaluation metrics: Follows named entity recognition evaluation (Precision, Recall, F1)

 Compared methods

 Pattern: Stanford pattern-based learning; SemTagger:bootstrapping method which
trains contextual classifier based on seed mentions; FIGER: distantly-supervised
sequence labeling method trained on Wiki corpus; NNPLB: label propagation using
ReVerb assertion and seed mention; APOLLO: mention-level label propagation using
Wiki concepts and KB entities;

 ClusType-NoWm: ignore mention correlation; ClusType-NoClus: conducts only type
propagation; ClusType-TwpStep: first performs hard clustering then type
propagation
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Comparing ClusType with Other Methods and Its Variants

 vs. FIGER: Effectiveness of our candidate generation and type propagation

 vs. NNPLB and APOLLO: ClusType utilizes not only semantic-rich relation phrase as type
cues, but also cluster synonymous relation phrases to tackle context sparsity

 vs. our variants: (i) models mention correlation for name disambiguation; and (ii)
integrates clustering in a mutually enhancing way

Performance comparison on three datasets in terms of Precision, Recall and F1 score
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Comparing on Trained NER System
 Compare with Stanford NER,which is trained on general-domain corpora including

ACE corpus and MUC corpus, on three types: PER, LOC, ORG

 ClusType and its variants outperform Stanford NER on both dynamic corpus (NYT)
and domain-specific corpus (Yelp)

 ClusType has lower precision but higher Recall and F1 score on Tweet Superior
recall of ClusType mainly come from domain-independent candidate generation

Comparing F1 measure with trained NER on large datasets

* J. R. Finkel, T. Grenager and C. Manning. Incorporating non-local information into 
information extraction systems by Gibbs sampling. In ACL’05.

Method NYT Yelp Tweet

Stanford NER* 0.6819 0.2403 0.4383

ClusType 0.9419 0.5943 0.4717
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Example Output and Relation Phrase Clusters

 Extracts more mentions and predicts types with higher accuracy
 Not only synonymous relation

phrases, but also both sparse
and frequent relation phrase
can be clustered together

  boosts sparse relation
phrases with type information
of frequent relation phrases

Example relation phrase clusters and corpus-wide 
frequency from the NYT dataset 

Example output of ClusType and the compared methods on the Yelp dataset
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Fine-Grained Entity Typing [PLE: KDD’16]

 Fine-grained Entity Typing: Type labels for a mention forms a “type-path” (not 
necessarily ending in a leaf node) in a given (tree-structured) type hierarchy

ID Sentence 

S1

S2

S3

...

  Republ ican presidential candidate Donald Trump   
  spoke during a campaign event in Rock Hi ll.

  Donald Trump 's company has threatened to withhold 
  up to $1 billion of investment if the U.K. government  
  decides to ban his entry into the country.

  In Trump’s TV real ity show, “The Apprentice”, 16 
  people competed for a job.

...

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business

man ...

... ...

author actor singer ...

...
...

 Manually annotating training corpora with 100+ entity types

 Expensive & Error-prone

 Current practice: Use distant supervision to automatically labeled training corpora

Person  politician

Person  businessman

Person  artist  actor

Type-path
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Label Noise in Entity Typing
ID Sentence 

S1

S2

S3

...

  Republ ican presidential candidate Donald Trump  
  spoke during a campaign event in Rock Hi ll.

  Donald Trump's company has threatened to withhold 
  up to $1 billion of investment if the U.K. government  

  decides to ban his entry into the country.

  In Trump’s TV real ity show, “The Apprentice”, 16 

  people competed for a job.

...

Text Corpus

Entity: Donald Trump Knowledge Bases

Noisy Training Examples

Distant
Supervision

Candidate Type Set  
(Sub-tree)

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business

man ...

... ...

author actor singer ...

Target Type 
Hierarchy

Mention: “Donald Trump”; Context: S1;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, 

businessman, artist, actor}

Mention: “Donald Trump”; Context: S2;

Candidate Types: {person, politician, 

businessman , artist, actor}

Mention: “Trump”; Context: S3;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, 

businessman, artist, actor}

1

2

3 ...
...

Donald Trump is mentioned in 
sentences S1-S3

 Distant supervision

 Assign same types (blue 
region) to all the mentions 

 Does not consider local 
contexts when assigning 
type labels

 Introduce label noise to 
the mentions

The types assigned to entity Trump include person, artist, actor, politician, businessman, 
while only {person, politician} are correct types for the mention “Trump” in S1 
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Label Noise Reduction: Framework Overview 

State-of-the-art 

Typing Systems

ID Sentence

S1

S2

S3

S4

...

  New York City Mayor Bill  de Blasio is heading to 
  Iowa on Friday for four days to campaign for 

  Democrat ic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton

  Republ ican presidential candidate Donald Trump  
  spoke during a campaign event in Rock Hi ll.

  Trump's company has threatened to withhold up 
  to $1 billion of investment if the U.K. government 

  decides to ban his entry into the country.

   …, Trump announced the leaders of his 
   presidential campaign in Louisiana on Tuesday.

...

Mention: “S1_Hillary Cl inton”; Context: S1;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, artist, author}

Mention: “S2_Donald Trump”; Context: S2;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, businessman, artist, actor}

Mention: “S3_Trump”; Context: S3;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, businessman, artist, actor}

Mention: “S4_Trump”; Context: S4;
Candidate Types: {person, politician, businessman, artist , actor}

Automatically Labeled Training Examples Construction of Graph

T
ex

t 
C

o
rp

u
s

Mention: “S1_Hillary Clinton”; Context: S1;
Clean Types: {person, politician}

Mention: “S2_Donald Trump”; Context: S2;
Clean Types: {person, politician}

Mention: “S3_Trump”; Context: S3;
Clean Types: {person, businessman}

Mention: “S4_Trump”; Context: S4;
Clean Types: {person, politician}

Heterogeneous Partial-label Embedding

Type Inference

Denoised Training Examples

Test
Examples

Multi-label 
Perceptron;

...
Hierarchical 

SVM;

ClassifiersTraining

prediction

root

product person location organiz
ation

...

...

politician artist
business

man
...

... ...

author actor singer
...

Mention

Feature

Type

S1_Hillary 
Clinton S2_Donald 

Trump
S3_Trump S4_Trump

...

person

politician

artist
actor

businessman

author

singer

HEAD_Donald

CONTEXT_
candidate

CONTEXT_
campaign

TOKEN_

trump

CONTEXT_
presidentialCONTEXT_

republican

CONTEXT_
democratic ...

S3_Trump
S2_Donald Trump

S1_Hillary Clinton

S4_Trump
businessman

politician

S2_Donald 
Trump

person

S3_Trump
S2_Donald TrumpEmbedding 

Space CONTEXT_
campaign

HEAD_donald

1. Generate text features and construct a heterogeneous graph

2. Perform joint embedding of the constructed graph G into the same low-dimensional space 

3. For each mention, search its candidate type sub-tree in a top-down manner and estimate the 
true type-path from learned embedding
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Experiment Setting: PLE vs. Others
 Datasets:

 (1) Wiki: 1.5M sentences sampled from 
∼780k Wikipedia articles

 (2) OntoNotes: 13,109 news

 (3) BBN: 2,311 Wall Street Journal articles

 Compared Methods

 Sib: removes siblings types

 Min: removes types that appear only 
once in the document

 All: first performs Sib pruning then Min 
pruning 

 DeepWalk: embedding a 
homogeneous graph with binary edges

 LINE: second-order LINE

 WSABIE: adopts WARP loss with kernel 
extension

 PTE: applied PTE joint training algorithm 
on subgraphs GM F and GM 

 PL-SVM: uses a margin-based loss to 
handle label noise

 CLPL: uses a linear model to encourage 
large average scores for candidate types 
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Intrinsic Experiments: Effectiveness of Label Noise Reduction

 Goal: compare how accurately PLE and the other methods can estimate the true types 
of mentions from its noisy candidate type set 

40.57% improvement 
in Accuracy and 
23.89% improvement 
in Macro-Precision 
compared to the 
best baseline on Wiki 
dataset

 vs. pruning strategies: LNR identifies true types from the candidate type 
sets instead of aggressively deleting instances with noisy type labels 

 vs. other embedding methods: PLE obtains superior performance 
because it effectively models the noisy type labels

 vs. PLE variants: (i) PLE captures type semantic similarity; (ii) modeling 
type correlation with entity-type facts in KB yields more accurate and 
complete type correlation statistics than type hierarchy-based approach 
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Biological Relationship Discovery for Network Building
 Automatic extraction of relationships between different biological entities from

biological research papers (e.g., PubMed) 

 Gene – Disease; Drug - Disease; Drug - Pathway; Drug - Target gene 

 Challenges

 Entity recognition: Most biological entities consist of multiple words

 E.g., Non-small Cell Lung Cancer, Acute Myeloid Leukemia

 Sparsity: Most biological entities co-occur only a few times in research papers

 Most relationships are not explicitly described in papers

 Few labeled data

 Key ideas

 Phrase mining

 Learn phrase-based network embedding from massive data

 Using: LINE (Tang et al., Large-scale Information Network Embedding, WWW’15)

 Calculate network embedding
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Key Property to Learn Embedding & Experiments

 Key Property to Learn Embedding 

 The lines between genes and diseases are parallel

 Given a seed pair (𝐴,𝐵) and a query 𝑋, we can find an entity 𝑌 which satisfies

 (𝐴,𝐵) ≈ (𝑋, 𝑌)

 𝑌 = 𝐴𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥{𝑠𝑖𝑚( 𝐵 − 𝐴 + 𝑋 , 𝑌 )}

 Experimental Settings 

 Sample 10% Pubmed abstracts

 Detect phrases by using a 200K phrase list

 Build a co-occurrence network for all words and phrases

 Learn entity embedding from the co-occurrence network
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Results: Extracted Relations (from 10% PubMed Abstracts)
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Disease-* Relation Extraction
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Top Molecules for Cadiovascular Diseases
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LAKI: Representing Documents via Latent Keyphrase Inference

 Jialu Liu, Xiang Ren, Jingbo Shang, Taylor Cassidy, Clare Voss and Jiawei Han, 
"Representing Documents via Latent Keyphrase Inference", WWW'16 

 Document Representation

 A document can be represented by

 A set of works, topics, KB concepts,

Keyphrases, …

documents

Words:
dbscan, methods, clustering, process, …

Topics:
[k-means, clustering, clusters, dbscan, …]
[clusters, density, dbscan, clustering, …]
[machine, learning, knowledge, mining, …]

Knowledge base concepts:
data mining: /m/0blvg
clustering analysis: /m/031f5p
dbscan: /m/03cg_k1

Document
Representation

Document keyphrase:
dbscan: [dbscan, density, clustering, ...]
clustering: [clustering, clusters, partition, ...]
data mining: [data mining, knowledge, ...]

http://hanj.cs.illinois.edu/pdf/www16_jliu.pdf
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Document Representation: Traditional Methods

 Bag-of-Words or Bag-of-Phrases

 Cons: Sparse on short texts

 Topic models [LDA]

 Each topic is a distribution over 
words; each document is a 
mixture of corpus-wide topics

 Cons: Difficult for human to infer
topic semantics
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Document Representation Using Keyphrases
 Use quality phrases as the entries in the vector and identify document keyphrases

(subset of quality phrases) by evaluating relatedness between (doc, quality phrase)

 Unsupervised model

 Challenges

 Where to get quality phrases from a given corpus?

 Mining Quality Phrases from Massive Text Corpora [SIGMOD15]

 How to identify document keyphrases?

 Can be latent mentions

 Relatedness scores

 How to deal with relationship between quality phrases?

Corpus Quality Keyphrases <K1, K2, …, KM>
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Document Representation Using Keyphrases: 
General Ideas

 How to identify document keyphrases?

 Powered by Bayesian Inference on “Quality Phrase Silhouette”

 Quality Phrase Silhouette: Topic centered on quality phrase

 “Reverse” topic models

 “Pseudo content” for quality phrase

 How to deal with relationship between quality
phrases?

 Phrases are interconnected as a Directed 
Acyclic Graph

Text Mining

Data Mining

Networking
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Framework for Latent Keyphrase Inference (LAKI)
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LAKI: Deriving Quality Phrase Silhouette
 Learning Hierarchical Bayesian Network (DAG)

Binary Variables

Task 1: Model Learning: Learning link weights
Task 2: Structure Learning: Learning network structure
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LAKI: Inference
 When do we need inference？

 Expectation step in model learning

 New documents

 Why is it slow?

 Method: Approximate inference instead

 Pruning irrelevant nodes using an efficient scoring function

 Gibbs sampling

 NP hard to
compute
posterior
probability for
Noisy-Or
networks
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LAKI: Experiment Setting
 Two text-related tasks to evaluate document representation quality

 Phrase relatedness

 Document classification

 Two datasets:

 Methods:

 ESA (Explicit Semantic Analysis)

 KBLink uses link structure in Wikipedia

 BoW (bag-of-words)

 ESA-C: extends ESA by replacing Wiki with domain corpus

 LSA (Latent Semantic Analysis)

 LDA (Latent Dirichlet Allocation)

 Word2Vec is a neural network computing word embeddings

 EKM uses explicit keyphrase detection
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LAKI: Experimental Results
 Phrase Relatedness Correlation

 Document Classification

 Time Complexity
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Case Study

 Query on 
phrases 

 Academia

 Yelp

 Query on short 
documents 
(paper titles or 
sentences) 

 Academia

 Yelp
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Conclusions

 Ubiquity of massive unstructured data 

 Massive unstructured data → Massive power at turning them into structures

 Phrase mining

 Entity resolution and typing

 Hidden relationship discovery

 Latent keyphrase inference

 Many more to be explored!

 Knowledge is power, but knowledge is hidden in massive unstructured text data!

 Key—Turning unstructured data into massive, “relatively structured” networks!

 From data to knowledge (D2K) → D2N2K: A long but promising way to go!!
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From Data Mining to Mining Structures & Heter. Info. Networks

Han, Kamber and Pei,
Data Mining, 3rd ed. 2011

Yu, Han and Faloutsos (eds.), 
Link Mining, 2010

Sun and Han,  Mining Heterogeneous
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